Abstract. The calculation accuracy of stess intensity factor K has direct effect to the results when elastic fracture mechanics is adopted to fatigue life estimation. In order to decrease calculation errors, the steel I-beam with side crack and the steel box beam with central crack have been studied which are commonly used in bridge engineering, and the stress intensity factors of crack ends are calculated based on finite element method, and the results are compared with simplified formula calculating values. The conclusions have been achieved that comparative errors are obvious using empirical formulas when boundary conditions are different, and the fitting formula of shape functions are obtained based on the finite element data.
Introduction
It is regarded in fracture mechanics that defects exist in any material，and fatigue cracks originate from these defects which lead to structure damage. It has great significance for residual life estimation of existing steel bridges based on this theory [1] . Stess intensity factor K is a important parameter in linear elastic fracture mechanics, and it is the main factor for fatigue life estimation whose calculation accuracy has decisive effect.
The steel I-beam with side crack and the steel box beam with central crack have been studied which are commonly used in bridge engineering, and the stress intensity factors of crack ends are calculated by finite element method [2、3] . The changing laws of stress intensity factors with different crack lengths and structure parameters are achieved and the results are compared with common simplified formula calculating values. The fitting formula of shape functions are obtained which can be used in practical engineerings.
Fatigue life estimation based on fracture mechanics theory.
Crack growth life is the main part when fracture mechanics method is adopted to predict structure fatigue life.
The most commonly used crack growth formula is paris formula
. Local stress intensity factor is the key element to mesure the strength of stress and strain field and has great effect on fatigue life prediction in linear elastic fracture mechanics. The calculation accuracy has direct effect on the accuracy of fatigue life evaluation. The stress intensity factor formulas of typical cracked body model can be got in stress intensity factor manual, but it is hard to find the results of the complex ones with complicated crack shape or loads. The finite element method, the boundary element method and the analytical method can be used to calculate stress intensity factors when conditions are complicated. It has less restriction using finite element method when the crack shape and loads are changing on the crack body, so many works have been carried in this field [4] [5] [6] [7] . The stress intensity factors of steel I-beam with side crack and steel box beam with central crack which are commonly used in bridge engineering are the study emphasis in this paper. Finite element model.
Cracks in structures can be abstracted to two-dimensional or three-dimensional models, and the elastic analysis or elastic-plastic analysis has been carried out first, then the fracture parameters are calculated with special post-processing commands or macro commands.
The stress intensity factors are calculated based on 1/4 node displacement method. The singular elements are set on the front of cracks to simulate the singularity of stress-strain field on crack front. The stress intensity factors can be calculated according to 1/4 node displacement of element boundary on crack front which have high precision.
The finite element models of two structures （shown as Fig. 1）are established, and the stress intensity factors on crack front of the steel I-beam with side crack and the steel box beam with central crack are calculated. Steel elastic modulus E=2.1×10
5 MPa and poisson ratio μ=0.3 are adopted, and the axial forces are applied on structures to simulate the real force conditions of bridge structures, such as truss bridges. Six nodes triangular elements are applied to structure top and bottom plates, and twenty nodes body elements are applied to web plates. The singular elements are set on the front of cracks, and the finite element grids and stress nephograms of crack tips are shown in figure 2. Post-processing of finite element method. After the static analysis, the stress intensity factors KⅠ of crack tips can be calculated by post processing commands, and the shape function formulas of stress intensity factors can be got after further calculation:
Where,  is the stress on crack position with the same force condition when no cracks exist; a is crack length.
Comparative analysis of calculation results between finite element method and simplified method. The simplified structure types which can be got in stress intensity factor manuals are often used when the stress intensity factors of complex structures with cracks need to be calculated. The differences of shape functions between simplified structures that commonly used and the accurate finite element solutions have been analyzed, and the corresponding regression formulas are got based on the results of finite element calculations. Simplified models are often taken to simulate two structures with cracks involving in this research. It takes finit width steel plate with side crack to simplify steel I-beam with side crack and the finit width steel plate with central crack to simplify steel box beam with central crack, as shown in figure 3 , and the commonly used shape function formulas are as follows [1] . 
The empirical shape function formulas of finit width steel plate with central crack are: Irwin approximate solution 
The contrast diagrams of shape functions F(a) obtained by empirical simplified structures formulas and by the accurate finite element method changing with the increasing of the ratios between crack length and structure width a/b are given in figure 4. Calculation results analysis: (1) The side crack 1 shown in figure 4 a) is the calculation results of formula (2) , and the side crack 2 is the calculation results of formula (3). As can be seen, the shape function values based on two empirical formula are very closed, the curves are almost coincident. The shape function changing curve of steel I-beam with side crack based on finite element method varies gently, and the calculation values are less than the empirical formula results.
The differences are mainly for the existence of web plate which influence the boundary conditions of flange plate far from that of finit width plates, the closer the distance between crack tip with web plate the more influence can be obtained. According to the calculation results above, great errors of stress intensity factors can be got in simplifing steel I-beam flange plate with side crack as finit width plates with side crack when the ratio of crack length to flange plate width is greater than 0.3.
(2) Irwin, Isida and Feddersen in figure4 b) are the calculation results of formula (4) to (6), which have slightly differences when the crack length is relatively long (a/b>0.6). As can be seen, the shape function changing curve of steel box beam with central crack based on finite element method also varies gentle, and the calculation values are also less than the empirical formula results. the closer the distance between crack tip with web plate and the longer of crack, the larger of the difference can be obtained between finite element results and empirical formula results. Regression formula. The multiple regression formulas of shape functions F(a) changing with the ratio of crack length to structure width a/b in steel I-beam with side crack and steel box beam with central crack can be got.
The regression formula of shape function to steel I-beam with side crack:
The regression formula of shape function to steel box beam with central crack: 
The regression effects of formula (7) and formula (8) are good, and the error ratios of the two regression formulas to finite element results are both less than 1%.
Summary
The steel I-beam with side crack and the steel box beam with central crack which commonly used in steel bridges have been studied in this research. The curves of shape functions F(a) changing with the ratio of crack length to structure width a/b of two structures mentioned above have been got based on finite element method.
Comparative study has been carried between the finite element calculation results and the simplified empirical formula results, and the conclusions have been achieved that comparative errors are obvious using empirical formulas when boundary conditions are different. Two regression formulas of shape function have been got based on finite element calculation results to provide references for engineering use.
